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Region Seefeld - a timeless classic - since 1898
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Search for accommodation
Date of arrival 08.01.2023
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Search

Weather report

Cloudy
-1° / 7° C
Details & further outlookWeather Show

Amount of snow
On the mountains: 20 cm
at 1,200 m: 0 cm

Mountain lift facilities
20 out of 29 in operation

Alpine ski slopes
19 out of 29 open

Cross-country ski tracks
4 out of 37 open
Webcams
snow report
Seefeld/ Leutasch/ Mösern/ Reith/ Scharnitz

Cross-country skiing
Over 245 perfectly groomed kilometers of cross-country trails for various levels of
difficulty as well as snow reliability due to the optimal geographical location: Crosscountry skiing in the Region Seefeld is a real highlight especially this winter!
Further information

Ski
A ski holiday in Seefeld in Tyrol guarantees sun-blessed, immaculately groomed pistes
complete with a stunning mountain panorama and perfect conditions allowing
enjoyable, no-hassle skiing for beginners and experienced skiers ...

Further information

Winterhiking
The vast countryside of the Region Seefeld also offers ideal conditions for fantastic
snowshoe hikes through an untouched winter wonderland.
Further information

Advent & Christmas
The most contemplative time of the year becomes a special experience in the unique
atmosphere of Seefeld.

Further information

Book accommodation
For Seefeld in Tirol, Leutasch, Scharnitz, Reith and Mösern all accommodations are
listed for you.
Search & Book now

Book experiences
Discover and experience the diversity of the breathtaking nature. Take a torchlight hike
in the snow or an alpaca walk through the forest. All this and much more is…

Discover experiences now
en
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Do you have any questions? Our holiday experts are here to help!
Tel +43 50880

A holiday in the heart of the Tyrolean Alps
In the Region Seefeld – Tirols Hochplateau, a beautiful high plateau, the Alps are truly unique: they
frame nature instead of constricting it. Here the landscape opens up to the sunny south, giving space
to natural diversity and true joie de vivre. So wild and beautiful, with just one step you are already
in the middle of it. Tyrol's most beautiful high plateau stretches between mountain and valley, forest
and meadow, air and water. Welcome to 1,200 metres, where real diversity awaits!
Seefeld, Leutasch, Mösern, Reith and Scharnitz: Tyrol's unique high plateau comprises five idyllic
villages. Each village tells its own story, offers special experiences and knows how to inspire with
diverse adventures. Together, the five villages form an impressive holiday paradise in a breathtaking
natural landscape.
The local variety of sports and leisure activities on the high plateau is almost limitless; in summer
and winter, real adventures, exciting experiences and soothing relaxation await. Nature and
enjoyment are the focus of the Region Seefeld - between countless activities and genuine relaxation,
excellent cuisine and varied events, 365 days a year.

Arrival
Whether by car, train, bus or plane, the Region Seefeld is easy to reach no matter where
you’re coming from. Enjoy a fast, hassle-free journey to your holiday paradise.
Further information

REALLY sustainable
The Region Seefeld on its way to a green future
Further information

Covid-19
UPDATES & MEASURES

Compact and clearly arranged, you will find relevant information for your vacation in the Region
Seefeld in times of coronavirus.

HELLO, TIROLS HOCHPLATEAU!
The "Olympiaregion Seefeld" becomes "Region Seefeld - Tirols Hochplateau", a sunny high plateau
at 1,200 metres. What remains unchanged is the exceptionally high recreational value of…
Further information

Events & Experiences

Experience the region digitally
Don't miss out on our visitSeefeld Guide and the meinPlateau App! With these digital tools from the
Region Seefeld, the next adventure is just a click away.
Further information

Stories about the Region
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Open map

The Region Seefeld is just around a 20-minute drive from Innsbruck Airport and
around 90 minutes from Munich Airport (toll free). The region is also easy to reach by
car from all directions. Those in search of a scenic, romantic journey can travel to the
region along the Karwendel railway line, one of the most beautiful rail routes in
Europe.
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Tourist Office Seefeld
Tourismusverband Seefeld
Bahnhofplatz 115
A-6100 Seefeld
Tel. +43 50880
info@seefeld.com

Onlineshop
Buy easily and conveniently online: In the Region Seefeld online shop you will find the right gift
for every occasion.

Learn more

Vouchers
Beautiful hours on the high plateau are now also available as a gift! Give your loved ones a treat
and give the gift of some time in the Olympic region.
Learn more
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